Target of MCC950 in Inhibition of NLRP3 Inflammasome Activation: a Literature Review.
MCC950 has been proposed as a specific small molecule inhibitor that can selectively block NLRP3 inflammasome activation. However, the exact mechanism of its action is still ambiguous. Accumulating investigations imply that chloride efflux-dependent ASC speck oligomerization and potassium efflux-dependent activation of caspase-1 are the two relatively independent, but indispensable events for NLRP3 inflammasome activation. Previous studies suggested that influence of MCC950 on potassium efflux and its consequent events such as interaction between NEK7 and NLRP3 are limited. However, inhibiting chloride intracellular channel-dependent chloride efflux leads to a modification of inflammatory response, which is similar to the function of MCC950. Based on these findings, we shed new insights on the understanding of MCC950 that its function might correlate with chloride efflux, chloride intracellular channels, or other targets that act upstream of chloride efflux.